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"Raquel Margarita Raquel âAlvarez is hard-working,
stays on the straight and narrow, and focuses on her
future. She's got one goal--make that two goals:
become a psychologist...and get Ares Hildago to look
at her. Ares is the hot, rich, local playboy, and
Raquel's been obsessed with him since she was eightyears-old--even though they've never spoken...After a
chance encounter reveals her crush, Raquel decides
it's time to stop hiding and make Ares notice
her."--Page 4 of cover.
A REESE WITHERSPOON x HELLO SUNSHINE
BOOK CLUB YA PICK Filled with all of the action,
emotion, and lyrical writing that brought readers to
Sky in the Deep, New York Times bestselling author
Adrienne Young returns with Fable, the first book in
this new captivating duology. Welcome to a world
made dangerous by the sea and by those who wish to
profit from it. Where a young girl must find her place
and her family while trying to survive in a world built
for men. As the daughter of the most powerful trader
in the Narrows, the sea is the only home seventeenyear-old Fable has ever known. It’s been four years
since the night she watched her mother drown
during an unforgiving storm. The next day her father
abandoned her on a legendary island filled with
thieves and little food. To survive she must keep to
herself, learn to trust no one and rely on the unique
skills her mother taught her. The only thing that
keeps her going is the goal of getting off the island,
finding her father and demanding her rightful place
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beside him and his crew. To do so Fable enlists the
help of a young trader named West to get her off the
island and across the Narrows to her father. But her
father’s rivalries and the dangers of his trading
enterprise have only multiplied since she last saw
him and Fable soon finds that West isn't who he
seems. Together, they will have to survive more than
the treacherous storms that haunt the Narrows if
they're going to stay alive. Fable takes you on a
spectacular journey filled with romance, intrigue and
adventure.
While investigating a suspicious death, private
inquiry agent Ambrose Wells finds himself on the
grounds of Aldwick Castle—and in the midst of utter
chaos. The ramshackle castle is in flames—and a
beautiful woman and four young girls are taking
flight on horseback. It turns out that the strongminded Miss Concordia Glade and her four bright
students are on the run from a notorious London
crime lord who’ll stop at nothing to destroy them.
Now, their only hope is Ambrose, a confirmed loner
with more than his share of secrets—and more than
his share of desire for the unconventional teacher.
And as Ambrose and Concordia risk everything to
bring down a criminal mastermind, they will also be
forced to battle something even greater: the steamy
passion that threatens their hard-won
independence…
When strong and handsome Heath Rayne pulled
Lucinda Caldwell from a winter river, he rescued her
from an icy death. But soon he was plunging her into
a torrid torrent of passion that this New England
beauty had never suspected could claim her. Heath
was unlike any other man Lucy had ever known: a
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dashing, mocking, sensuous Southerner who came as
a stranger to Lucy's town-and stayed as he stripped
away her last shreds of resistance to the demands of
desire and the flaming fulfillment of love...
Through My Window
Mercy
Smooth Talkin' Stranger
One with You
Dark Kiss of the Reaper
They are England's most eligible bachelors,
with the most scandalous reputations. But for
the right woman, even an unrepentant rogue
may mend his ways… Lady Grace Mabry's ample
inheritance has made it impossible for her to
tell whether a suitor is in love with her—or
enamored of her riches. Who better to
distinguish beau from blackguard than her
notorious childhood friend, the Duke of
Lovingdon? With no interest in marriage,
Lovingdon has long lived only for pleasure.
He sees little harm in helping Grace find a
proper match. He simply has to teach the
lovely innocent all the ploys a scoundrel
uses to gain a woman's favor—by demonstrating
his wicked ways. But as lessons lead to
torrid passion and Grace becomes ensnared in
another man's marriage plot, Lovingdon must
wage a desperate gamble: Open his heart
fully—or risk losing the woman he adores…
He'll steal her heart, then take her soul...
The Angel of Death has a name: Azrael. He
also has a purpose - to soothe the souls of
the suffering into the peaceful passage of
the afterlife. But in his twilight existence,
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Azrael himself has never known peace or
pleasure... Until he meets Sara, the first
mortal who can somehow see him in his Reaper
form. Charming and spirited despite bearing
her own burdens, she intoxicates him with the
pleasures of life, even taming his brutal
dark side with her fearlessness. But Azrael's
new happiness is short-lived when he realizes
Sara's health is fading. The bright flame of
her life is about to be blown out. And he's
to blame.
From the New York Times bestselling series
with nearly two million books sold worldwide
comes the second sizzling book in the
seductive Royals Saga. Secrets tore them
apart. Can love set them free? Broken-hearted
and alone, Clara tries to move on after her
final night with Alexander. She throws
herself into work, exercise, and anything
that might help her forget their torrid love
affair. But Alexander isn't a man who gives
up easily, and when he finally shows her how
he feels, she wants to believe they can make
their relationship work. But they both have
secrets and when the darkness of their past
threatens their fragile arrangement, nothing
will ever be the same.
A New York Times Bestseller From #1 New York
Times bestselling author Julia Quinn comes
the story of Gregory Bridgerton, in the final
installment of her beloved Regency-set novels
featuring the charming, powerful Bridgerton
family, now a series created by Shondaland
for Netflix. GREGORY’S STORY Unlike most men
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of his acquaintance, Gregory Bridgerton
believes in true love. And he is convinced
that when he finds the woman of his dreams,
he will know in an instant that she is the
one. And that is exactly what happened.
Except ... She wasn’t the one. In fact, the
ravishing Miss Hermione Watson is in love
with another. But her best friend, the everpractical Lady Lucinda Abernathy, wants to
save Hermione from a disastrous alliance, so
she offers to help Gregory win her over. But
in the process, Lucy falls in love. With
Gregory! Except ... Lucy is engaged. And her
uncle is not inclined to let her back out of
the betrothal, even once Gregory comes to his
senses and realizes that it is Lucy, with her
sharp wit and sunny smile, who makes his
heart sing. And now, on the way to the
wedding, Gregory must risk everything to
ensure that when it comes time to kiss the
bride, he is the only man standing at the
altar …
From Lukov with Love
Shadows of Yesterday
A Novel
Conquer Me
The Prince of Broadway
"I'm Sebastian, Lord St. Vincent. I can't be celibate.
Everyone knows that." Desperate to escape her
scheming relatives, Evangeline Jenner has sought the
help of the most infamous scoundrel in London. A
marriage of convenience is the only solution. No one
would have ever paired the shy, stammering wallflower
with the sinfully handsome viscount. It quickly becomes
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clear, however, that Evie is a woman of hidden
strength—and Sebastian desires her more than any
woman he's ever known. Determined to win her
husband's elusive heart, Evie dares to strike a bargain
with the devil: If Sebastian can stay celibate for three
months, she will allow him into her bed. When Evie is
threatened by a vengeful enemy from the past, Sebastian
vows to do whatever it takes to protect his wife . . . even
at the expense of his own life. Together they will defy
their perilous fate, for the sake of all-consuming love.
"If someone were to ask Jasmine Santos to describe the
last few years of her life with a single word, it would
definitely be a four-letter one. After seventeen years--and
countless broken bones and broken promises--she
knows her window to compete in figure skating is
coming to a close. But when the offer of a lifetime comes
in from an arrogant idiot she's spent the last decade
dreaming about pushing in the way of a moving bus,
Jasmine might have to reconsider everything. Including
Ivan Lukov"--Page 4 of cover.
The first novel in the sensational Bow Street series from
New York Times bestselling historical romance author
Lisa Kleypas tells the story of a scandalous beauty with
no memory of who she is and the man determined to
unravel the secrets of her past . . . 'Lisa Kleypas is the
best' Sarah MacLean She couldn't remember who she
was . . . A temptingly beautiful woman awakens in a
stranger's bed, rescued from the icy waters of the
Thames, her memory gone. Told that she is Vivien Rose
Duvall, one of London's most scandalous beauties, she
finds herself in the protection of enigmatic, charming
Grant Morgan. Her life is in his hands. Deep in her heart,
she knows he has mistaken her for someone else . . . He
was the only man she could trust. As one of London's
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most eligible and unattainable catches, Grant Morgan is a
man who has known every kind of woman. And the one
in his arms now seems so innocent, so vulnerable, that
he can't help but be enchanted. And as his love for this
mysterious beauty grows, he's determined to unravel the
secrets of her past and discover the truth - no matter
what. 'Kleypas can make you laugh and cry - on the same
page' Julia Quinn Bow Street Runners series: Someone
to Watch Over Me Lady Sophia's Lover Worth Any Price
Praise for Lisa Kleypas: 'Intricately and elegantly crafted,
intensely romantic . . . A gratifying series starter from a
not-to-be-missed romance author' Kirkus Reviews 'Is it
possible to give a book 6 stars? [This] story has all of the
forbidden romance, witty banter, and sigh-inducing
declarations of love that you deserve' That's Normal
'Kleypas is an amazing writer. In my opinion, she might
be the most technically skilled historical romance author
out there' Smart Bitches, Trashy Books 'Unforgettable,
beautifully etched characters; a flawless sense of pacing;
and a perfectly executed plot imbued with an abundance
of desire and danger' Booklist 'Witty, often hilarious, and
delightfully passionate, this compelling, thrill-laced
Victorian romance is another superb series entry' Library
Journal, starred review 'Readers are introduced to the
unforgettable characters and their original personalities
through a delightful storyline peppered with sharp
repartee and steamy sensuality' RT Book Reviews (top
pick) 'Reading Kleypas' long-awaited return to historical
is akin to walking into the arms of an old friend' Heroes
and Heartbreakers
Though centuries have passed since Thronos, Lord of
Skye Hall, lost the one woman meant for him, nothing
can cool his never-ending need for Melanthe. She was
the girl he loved and lost as a boy, the girl who nearly
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destroyed him. Lanthe, a once-powerful sorceress
struggling to reclaim her gifts, searches for love and
acceptance with all the wrong immortal men. But she's
never forgotten Thronos, the fallen angel who protected
her until she was ripped from the shelter of his arms.
With their families at war and the world burning around
them, will they succumb to the brutal chaos that
threatens everything they cherish? Or can the two
rekindle their childhood love in time to save both their
worlds?
When the Duke Was Wicked
Dark Skye
The Hollow
The Wings of Love
To Sir Phillip, With Love

In this rapturous romance, a woman grieving her sister's
death vows to protect herself and her newborn niece -even if it means turning away the dashing and irresistible
heir to a Texas oil dynasty. Katherine Adams will never
marry a Manning -- not if she can help it. Her sister
Mary's fairy-tale marriage into the family's wealthy,
powerful dynasty turned into a nightmare of abuse. And
on the night her playboy husband was killed in a car
accident, Mary died in childbirth. Now, the savvy, smart,
and very angry Katherine has vowed to protect her
sister's child, even if it means rejecting the dashing,
charismatic oil man who shows up at her door. Katherine
wants to believe that Jason Manning isn't like his
ruthless family. But secrets and lies are part of his
heritage. And Katherine could be destroyed by a truth
she's afraid to face . . . and a man she can't resist.
Unable to forget the beautiful married woman who had
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saved his life on the battlefields, Lord Michael Kenyon is
shocked when Catherine, now a widow, appears on his
doorstep with a scandalous proposal. Original.
Caren Blackmore heads to Jamaica for a vacation from
her painful divorce and her high-pressure job. There she
meets Derek Allen--and suddenly finds herself the
mistaken target of tabloid headlines.
Dear Avon Books, Where are my heroes? Whenever I'm
reading a book by one of my favorite authors I find I'm
falling for the wrong guy -- not the hero, but the other
man -- and what I really want is for him to have his own
story. Like Jake Linley, from Someone to Watch Over Me
by Lisa Kleypas…that doctor could sit by my bedside if I
ever got sick. And Ned Blydon in Splendid by Julia
Quinn...he makes me want to learn to waltz! I never
thought living in a drafty castle would be much fun until
Simon of Ravenswood in Master of Desire by Kinley
MacGregor came along. Anyway, I just wanted to let you
know that these are my men -- when do they get their
stories? Sincerely, A Romance Fan Some books are so
special that there is more than one hero to love, but only
a single story is told. So if you find yourself asking,
"Where is my hero?" you'll discover the answer right
here in this delicious collection by New York Times
bestseller Lisa Kleypas, New York Times bestseller Julia
Quinn and USA Today bestseller Kinley MacGregor.
Lie by Moonlight
Uptown Girls
The Wedding Bargain
Tiger Prince
Bridgerton
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Giles Fairhaven, Viscount Kincade, does not believe
his life can get much worse after his purse is stolen at
an inn before he has paid his bill and then he is set
upon by three ruffians in the inn yard before he can
leave. But it does grow worse when a little slip of a
lady clad only in a flannel nightgown and wielding a
large black man's umbrella comes to his rescue and
puts his assailants to rout and then--after he has
left--pays his reckoning at the inn plus the money he
lost the evening before in a card game with a fellow
guest plus what he owed the barmaid with whom he
spent the night. The ensuing gossip is almost too
much humiliation for Giles to bear. Yet when he finds
and confronts Daisy Morrison in London, far from
being cowed by his displeasure, she declares with
sunny good nature that if he insists upon repaying the
slight favour she was able to do for him, then he can
recommend a lady sponsor to her so that she may find
a husband for her younger sister among the
gentlemen of the ton. Inexplicably, Giles finds himself
agreeing. His troubles are only just beginning.
Elizabeth, the cultured young schoolteacher from the
East, has braved the western frontier and spent a year
teaching in a one-room schoolhouse. How she and
Wynn are planning their wedding and their new life
together at his outpost in the far north. While Wynn is
accustomed to life in the north, Elizabeth is not. Can
their love for each other sustain them through a harsh
winter, loneliness, and rigors of life without any of the
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conveniences they're used to? Book 2 of the
bestselling Canadian West series.
Maximillian Wells, the Earl of Trent, couldn't believe
his ears-or his eyes. Before him stood beautiful,
unattainable Pandora Effington, the town's most
scandalous beauty, and the fiery heiress was making
him a most tantalizing offer. If he wanted to take
Pandora's hand in marriage, he had to play a game of
her devising-and he had no intention of losing. Most of
London's eligible bachelors left Pandora cold and she
longed for a true hero-a man who would do anything in
his power to win her love. Maximillian's very touch
sent shivers down her spine and made her dream of
long nights spent in his arms. But was he willing to risk
everything he held dear to prove his love?
A young mother stranded on a Texas highway is
rescued by a handsome hero in a pickup truck . . . and
now, she must face the fears of the past or risk losing
the greatest love she's ever known. Leigh is
terrifyingly alone on a Texas road about to deliver her
first child when a rugged stranger in a pickup truck
stops to help her. Eight months ago, she lost her
husband when he was tragically killed on the job. This
fateful meeting on a lonesome highway has brought a
new man into her life . . . but he's a man with secrets
and the power to break her heart again. Chad is in a
dangerous business and hides the mysteries of his
past. He is determined to make Leigh care for him, but
there are no guarantees that his love can protect her
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from disaster. Together, this young mother and
mysterious stranger will discover the depths of their
love . . . and face their worst fears.
Slow Heat in Heaven
Ion
Lady With A Black Umbrella
Two Alone
Seized by Love
RITA® Award-winning author Sarah MacLean reveals the
identity of The Fallen Angel's final scoundrel in the spectacular
conclusion to her New York Times bestselling Rules of Scoundrels
series . . . By day, she is Lady Georgiana, sister to a duke, ruined
before her first season in the worst kind of scandal. But the truth
is far more shocking—in London's darkest corners, she is Chase,
the mysterious, unknown founder of the city's most legendary
gaming hell. For years, her double identity has gone undiscovered .
. . until now. Brilliant, driven, handsome-as-sin Duncan West is
intrigued by the beautiful, ruined woman who is somehow
connected to a world of darkness and sin. He knows she is more
than she seems, and he vows to uncover all of Georgiana's secrets,
laying bare her past, threatening her present, and risking all she
holds dear . . . including her heart.
In the second novel in Joanna Shupe’s the Uptown Girl series, a
ruthless casino owner bent on revenge finds his plans upended by a
beautiful woman who proves to be more determined than he
is--and too irresistible to deny. Powerful casino owner. Ruthless
mastermind. Destroyer of men. He lives in the shadows . . . As the
owner of the city’s most exclusive casino, Clayton Madden holds
the fortunes of prominent families in the palms of his hands every
night. There is one particular family he burns to ruin, however,
one that has escaped his grasp . . . until now. She is society’s
darling . . . Florence Greene is no one’s fool. She knows Clayton
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Madden is using her to ruin her prestigious family . . . and she’s
using him right back. She plans to learn all she can from the
mysterious casino owner—then open a casino of her own just for
women. With revenge on his mind, Clay agrees to mentor Florence.
However, she soon proves more adept—and more alluring—than
Clay bargained for. When his plans are threatened, Clay must
decide if he is willing to gamble his empire on love.
The instant number one bestseller FROM #1 INTERNATIONAL
BESTSELLING AUTHOR SYLVIA DAY The final chapter in the
global blockbuster Crossfire quintet Gideon Cross. Falling in love
with him was the easiest thing I’ve ever done. It happened instantly.
Completely. Irrevocably. Marrying him was a dream come true.
Staying married to him is the fight of my life. Love transforms.
Ours is both a refuge from the storm and the most violent of
tempests. Two damaged souls entwined as one. We have bared our
deepest, ugliest secrets to one another. Gideon is the mirror that
reflects all my flaws ... and all the beauty I couldn’t see. He has
given me everything. Now, I must prove I can be the rock, the
shelter for him that he is for me. Together, we could stand against
those who work so viciously to come between us. But our greatest
battle may lie within the very vows that give us strength.
Committing to love was only the beginning. Fighting for it will
either set us free ... or break us apart. Heartbreakingly and
seductively poignant, One with You is the breathlessly awaited
finale to the Crossfire saga, the searing love story that has
captivated millions of readers worldwide.
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A TikTok sensation, this
rom-com about a young woman who agrees to fake date a
colleague and bring him to her sister’s wedding has “everything
you could want in a romance” (Helen Hoang, New York Times
bestselling author). Catalina Martín desperately needs a date to her
sister’s wedding. Especially since her little white lie about her
American boyfriend has spiralled out of control. Now everyone she
knows—including her ex and his fiancée—will be there and eager
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to meet him. She only has four weeks to find someone willing to
cross the Atlantic and aid in her deception. New York to Spain is
no short flight and her raucous family won’t be easy to fool. Enter
Aaron Blackford—her tall, handsome, condescending
colleague—who surprisingly offers to step in. She’d rather refuse;
never has there been a more aggravating, blood-boiling, and
insufferable man. But Catalina is desperate, and as the wedding
draws nearer, Aaron looks like her best option. And she begins to
realize he might not be as terrible in the real world as he is at the
office.
The Devil in Winter
Redeeming Love (Movie Tie-In)
When Comes the Spring (Canadian West Book #2)
Honor Bound
Stay with Me

“My name is Lucas Greywolf.” A raspy voice, as
soft and sandy as the wind that blew across the
desert, spoke directly into her ear. It was a gentle
sound, but Aislinn wasn’t deceived. Like the winds
it reminded her of, it could be whipped into a fury.
. . Aislinn Andrews knows his name because his
escape from prison has prompted a statewide
manhunt. As lean and menacing as a panther, the
fugitive invades her house, her bed, and then takes
her as his hostage. Overnight, Aislinn’s safe and
predictable life is upended by a man considered
criminal and dangerous. However, his greatest
threat to Aislinn isn’t the knife he wields, but his
untame appeal. All his life, Lucas Greywolf has
harbored a bitter grudge against Anglos, resenting
even that half of his heritage. Years spent in prison
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for a crime he didn’t commit hasn’t quelled his
fighting spirit, but only fanned it. After escaping,
he comes face-to-face with blond, blue-eyed Aislinn
Andrews, the epitome of everything he hates. Yet
he must have her. Now the war Lucas wages is
personal, and his fiercest enemy is his longing for
the wrong woman. Two people. Two worlds. One
shared moment of incandescent passion...when
nothing else mattered. But can that unifying
instant withstand everything that divides them,
when the largest obstacle they face is the most
difficult to overcome? Pride.
"Soon to be major motion picture"--Cover.
To help her painfully shy friend discourage
unwanted suitor Lord Derek Hunt, sharp-tongued
Lady Lucy Upton engages in a battle of wits with
him and is shocked to find herself falling for her
entertaining opponent.
Growing up in the town of Sleepy Hollow, the
mystery and intrigue over Washington Irving's
classic legend are all part of daily life for sixteenyear-old Abbey. But when her best friend, Kristen,
vanishes at the bridge near Sleepy Hollow
Cemetery, Abbey's world is suddenly turned
upside down. While everyone is all too quick to
accept that Kristen is dead, Abbey refuses to
believe that she is really gone. And when Abbey
meets the gorgeous, but mysterious, Caspian at
Kristen's memorial she starts to feel like she has
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something to hold on to for the first time since
Kristen's disappearance. But when Abbey finds a
diary hidden in Kristen's bedroom, she begins to
question everything she thought she knew about
her best friend. How could Kristen have kept silent
about so much? And could this secret have led to
her disappearance or even her death? Hurt and
angry at Kristen's betrayal, Abbey turns to Caspian
for support… and uncovers a frightening truth
about him that threatens both their emerging love
and her sanity…
Shattered Rainbows
Someone to Watch Over Me
Love Beyond Reason
Fable
The Spanish Love Deception
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Wait for
You and Be with Me comes a daring tale that pushes
boundaries . . . At 21, Calla hasn't done a lot of things. She’s
never been kissed, never seen the ocean, never gone to an
amusement park. But growing up, she witnessed some things
no child ever should. She still carries the physical and
emotional scars of living with a strung-out mother,
Mona—secrets she keeps from everyone, including her close
circle of college friends. But the safe cocoon Calla has
carefully built is shattered when she discovers her mom has
stolen her college money and run up a huge credit card debt in
her name. Now, Calla has to go back to the small town she
thought shed left behind and clean up her mom’s mess again.
Of course, when she arrives at her mother’s bar, Mona is
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nowhere to be found. Instead, six feet of hotness named
Jackson James is pouring drinks and keeping the place
humming. Sexy and intense, Jax is in Calla’s business from
they moment they meet, giving her a job and helping her
search for Mona. And the way he looks at her makes it clear he
wants to get horizontal . . . and maybe something more. Before
Calla can let him get close, though, she’s got to deal with the
pain of the past—and some very bad guys out to mess her up if
she doesn't give them her mom.
Grappling with hidden family secrets, forbidden passions, and
a business in peril, the adopted daughter of a Louisiana mogul
must confront the past to bring peace back to her hometown.
The adopted daughter of the most powerful man in town,
Schyler Crandall was a brokenhearted girl when she left
Heaven, Louisiana. Now a crisis has brought her home to a
family in conflict, a logging empire on the brink of disaster,
and seething secrets that make Heaven hotter than hell.
Everyone in Heaven has a secret: Schyler's beautiful younger
sister, Tricia, with her cruel lies; Ken, Tricia's handsome
husband, who married the wrong sister; Jigger, the pimp and
ruffian with plans of his own; and Cash, a proud, mysterious,
and complex bad boy with a wild reputation. It is dangerous
for Schyler to even be near him, yet she must dare to confront
the past -- if there is to be any peace in Heaven.
Attorney Laurel Chandler tries not to fall for the charm of
notorious bad boy writer Jack Boudreaux, a man who has
seduced half the women in Bayou Breaux. Original.
Devastated by the loss of her father, lovely Brynne McFarren
returned to the Washington coastal town of her youth. Brynne
was surprised to discover that her family name had a dark
notoriety...and alarmed to be caught in a triangle of sudden
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desire. Drew Tanner, a wealthy young wastrel, was captivated
by her beauty. But his brother Joshua, the intense and powerful
head of the Tanner shipping empire, was also drawn to
Brynne. Now she must unravel the terrible secret that tarnished
her father's life...a secret that tortures Joshua Tanner's heart,
one that could make her the target of his vengeance rather than
his love!
Love, Come to Me
On the Way to the Wedding
The Unexpected Duchess
Never Judge a Lady by Her Cover
Fanta C

Attorney Theo Buchanan - brother of seasoned FBI
agent Nick Buchanan, the hero of HEARTBREAKER
- is in New Orleans to receive an award for his work
with the Department of Justice. When he becomes
unexpectedly ill at the gala, a beautiful stranger
rushes him to the hospital and saves his life. The
woman - a brilliant surgeon named Michelle Renard intrigues Theo, but before he can learn more about
her, she leaves New Orleans and returns to her
small clinic in Louisiana. Theo seeks her out to thank
her, but finds more than he bargained for. When he
arrives in the little town of Bowen, he discovers that
Michelle is being followed, her house has been
broken into and her clinic destroyed. Theo is in a
position to return the ultimate favour. Michelle saved
his life...now can he save hers?
Damn her. His body was still on fire. Damn her, why
had she responded that Page
way?
So honestly. With no
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coyness. No affectation. Her mouth had been so
receptive. Her kisses so generous. Her breasts so
soft... Only two survive the small plane crash in the
Canadian wilderness miles from civilization: Rusty
Carlson, a real estate agent from Beverly Hills, who
has never faced anything more perilous than L.A.’s
rush hour traffic; and Cooper Landry, an embittered
Vietnam veteran, who has endured the horrors of
warfare and a POW camp. Rusty wouldn’t have
believed herself capable of dragging her
unconscious fellow passenger from the wreckage,
but that was only the first challenge confronting her.
The man himself is as hostile and unforgiving as the
mountainous terrain in which they’re stranded. If
they had a choice, they would go their separate
ways. But they don’t. If they want to live, they must
stay together. Teamed against the harsh elements,
injury, and a pair of conniving cutthroats, Rusty and
Cooper must rely on each other in order to survive.
In a one room cabin they find shelter. . .but, as
winter closes in, they have no protection against the
sexual attraction that becomes the real test of their
fortitude. Within those four rough walls, Rusty
discovers that Cooper’s brusqueness arises from
immeasurable heartache, and, to Cooper’s dismay,
his credo of No romance, no love, no thanks
becomes his desperate chant to ward against
Rusty’s allure.
Annie Lyncroft knew her scheme was outrageous.
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She'd come to the elegant penthouse to meet Oliver
Rain, the richest and possibly the most dangerous
man in the Pacific Northwest. Annie needed this
sensual, secretive corporate maverick for what she
was about to propose. Marriage! With her brother
Danny missing after a mysterious plane crash, Annie
is struggling to protect his hot electronics company
from the sharks who think he's not coming back. But
fanciful, ethical Annie -- who usually runs a bizarre
bric-a-brac shop knows Danny's alive, and she's
determined to keep his company safe by putting his
biggest investor at the helm. When Oliver actually
says yes to the marriage of convenience, Annie
dreamily envisions a few platonic weeks of helping
him become a sensitive New Age guy. Oliver has a
different plan; his cold, gorgeous eyes have been
watching Annie, and he sees his chance to seduce
the beautiful schemer. Love is the wild card destined
to teach these two strong-willed opposites a lesson:
icy control might run the business world, but all hell
is about to break loose in the passionate territory of
the heart.
Well versed in the sensual arts, Prince Nikolai Kuzan
wagers that he will be able to seduce the chaste
Alsia Forseus in three days and steal her from her
husband, but the lark turns serious when Kuzan
finds himself falling in love. Original.
The Fourth Rule of Scoundrels
Where's My Hero?
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Wildest Hearts
Desire and Destiny
USA Today bestselling author Lorraine Heath pens
the simmering story of two star-crossed souls who
find a passionate love under the expansive Texas
sky. Serena Hamilton has never had a one-night
stand, but the supreme loneliness she feels after the
loss of her husband drives her to a bar and into the
arms of a sexy stranger. Afterward, she's racked by
guilt...or at least she knows she should be. But
there's something about her one-time lover that
makes her think they may share more than just outof-control chemistry. Hunter Fletcher isn't a
commitment kind of guy, but the woman he meets at
the honky-tonk stirs a new kind of longing. A covert
operative for the CIA, Hunter carries his share of
secrets. But when they intersect with Serena's tragic
past, he fears she won't want to know the truth...or
that once she does, the only woman he's ever loved
will leave him forever.
Sir Phillip knew that Eloise Bridgerton was a
spinster, and so he'd proposed, figuring that she'd be
homely and unassuming, and more than a little
desperate for an offer of marriage. Except . . . she
wasn't. The beautiful woman on his doorstep was
anything but quiet, and when she stopped talking
long enough to close her mouth, all he wanted to do
was kiss her . . . and more. Did he think she was
mad? Eloise Bridgerton couldn't marry a man she
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had never met! But then she started thinking . . . and
wondering . . . and before she knew it, she was in a
hired carriage in the middle of the night, on her way
to meet the man she hoped might be her perfect
match. Except . . . he wasn't. Her perfect husband
wouldn't be so moody and ill-mannered, and while
Phillip was certainly handsome, he was a large brute
of a man, rough and rugged, and totally unlike the
London gentlemen vying for her hand. But when he
smiled . . . and when he kissed her . . . the rest of the
world simply fell away, and she couldn't help but
wonder . . . could this imperfect man be perfect for
her?
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